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Abstract
When organizations purchase information systems from IT vendors, they produce formal calls for tender (CFT) that specify, among other attributes, the required usability criteria of the systems. HCI research has concentrated on the IS purchaser organizations’ view and studied usability practices and
criteria embedded into CFTs. However, IS vendors’ perspective is much less studied and especially
the effects of characteristics of CFTs on IS vendors’ usability practices remain unexplored. We participated in a large tendering and experienced how the CFT introduced obstacles in the vendor’s usability work that needed workarounds, which may decrease system usability in context after the tendering
and falsify the evaluation results of the purchaser. We identified obstacles arising from the tendering
context, evaluation practices and usability measures. The joint effect of detailed usability test tasks
and user performance measures published as well as a limited communication and time during the
process were experienced as the most problematic and counterproductive in vendor’s usability work.
Keywords: Usability evaluation, Usability requirements, Call for tender, Tendering.

1

Introduction

Public information system purchases are subject to tender, for example in the European Union and
many other countries, if a certain monetary limit is exceeded. A call for tender (CFT), invitation for
tender, request for tender or request for proposal is a document that defines a set of usability requirements and a selection criterion for the systems partaking in public or private tendering of information
systems (IS). The submitted tenders are evaluated according to the defined criteria and the winner is
the one who best meets all the requirements outlined in the CFT. Creating CFT is a critical phase for
governmental organizations in ensuring that usability is taken into account during the IS development
(Jokela et al., 2013).
HCI research has concentrated on the IS purchaser’s view and studied mostly the creation of CFT and
how to embed usability criteria in it in order to ensure the usability of the selected system (cf. Carey,
1991; Lauesen, 1998; Thorén, 2005; Lehtonen et al., 2010; Jokela et al., 2013; Jensen et al., 2013;
Nieminen et al., 2014). While there still is a need for more research on usability practitioners’ real activities (Følstad et al., 2012; Woolrych et al., 2011), the IS vendors’ perspective on CFTs and their
usability practices during the tendering process remain unexplored in the HCI literature. Vendors’ perspective is highly relevant, because they have to act on CFTs, i.e. they need to create an offer and
build an information system that satisfies purchaser’s needs. A danger is that vendors spend resources
to usability work only to the extent required by the CFT (Jokela et al., 2013). Thus, the quality of the
CFT is measured in the IS vendors’ practices, and by exploring these, we can further improve the creation of the CFT by the purchasing organizations. As tendering is a mainstream activity with large and
complex information systems purchases in public and private sectors, the issue concerns not only the
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HCI discipline but also the whole community of information systems research (see Hochstetter et al.,
2012).
In this research, the question is how the usability work of IS vendor takes place during the tendering
process and how the tendering context effects this work. To explore this issue, we participated in a
large tendering case as usability evaluators and researchers at the IS vendor’s site. We reflect our collective processes and experiences solving the practical usability problems of a complex information
system prepared for the tendering. In the results’ analysis of the case study, we identify characteristics
of the CFT that emerged as obstacles in vendor’s usability work. Therefore we refer also to the concept of workaround, which presupposes that there is some sort of obstacle in achieving the goal of
work and that must be circumvented, and hereby the “standard operating procedure” is bypassed or
overridden, i.e. the work is carried out some other way than usually (see e.g. Alter, 2014). Although
workarounds are often associated with the usage of computer systems (Collins English Dictionary,
2009), there are many kinds of applications of the concept of workarounds (cf. Tushnet, 2009). As the
result section describes, usability workarounds are about bypassing human-centered design principles
and usability guidelines and carrying out usability work some other way than usually due to the confronted obstacles. Perhaps, in the engineering discipline these could be called “engineering shortcuts”,
which reach a goal in a way that leaves the system, as a whole, compromised. In general, workarounds
are under investigated and undertheorized especially from the viewpoint of their origin and outcomes
(Pollock, 2005). To our knowledge, this holds with the usability engineering practice as well. These
usability workarounds are not always very self-satisfactory, positive or even ethical, yet it is worth to
discuss their origins and possible ways to eliminate them in IS tendering.

2

Usability in Call for Tender

Procurement policies manifest themselves in a call for tender (CFT) published at the beginning of the
bidding. These documents also define the tendering process, compulsory in procurement of large governmental IT systems in the European Union and a common practice in private companies, to arrange
a competition between possible IT system vendors. In general, the CFT defines an initial set of system
requirements and a selection criterion for the systems entering in the competition. The idea is to ensure
open and corruption-free public procurement and to allow every possible vendor to participate in the
tendering. As usability can dictate the success or failure of enterprise-wide information systems (Yu,
2005), it should naturally be included in CFTs. Depending on the size of the procurement, the CFT
may include statements about (Carey, 1991): How usable the system must be? What are the measurement units and the specific levels at minimum? How is usability evaluated and measured? What and
how are evaluation methods applied? How must usability be designed and evaluated by the vendor?
What evaluation methods and how many design iterations are required? How much weight aforementioned criteria have in the selection?
To cover all aspects of usability in the CFT, a mixture of requirement styles is needed (Carey, 1991).
For example, the buyer may require vendors to use certain usability methods and number of evaluation
iterations (i.e. a process-based requirement), or, define exactly how easily and quickly end-users
should be able to accomplish a certain task (i.e. a performance-based requirement). In the midnineties, very few CFTs specified HCI issues or usability activities beyond general descriptions such
as ‘the system must be easy-to-use’ (Winkler and Buie, 1994). In their empirical study, Lehtonen et al.
(2010) found that CFTs involve four types of usability requirements: 1) General usability requirements
(“must be easy to use”), 2) Usability process requirements (“must contain three evaluation iterations”),
3) Usability design requirements (“input format must be appropriate to the task”) and 4) User performance requirements (“user must accomplish this in 10 seconds”).
According to Jokela et al. (2013), only user performance measures can be verifiable, valid and comprehensive, and thus, although difficult to formulate, the most favorable usability requirements for
CFTs. A performance measure is, for example, how easily and quickly the user should be able to ac-
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complish a certain task. Performance can be measured in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction i.e. the elements of the definition of usability (ISO, 1998). Effectiveness is often measured as
the task completion rate, efficiency as the time spent on the execution, the number of interaction steps,
mouse clicks and errors confronted, and satisfaction as subjective ratings of end-users. Despite welldefined measurements, overstating and understating requirements may rule out acceptable systems and
qualify poor ones in the tendering (Carey, 1991). Systems may be built for overstated requirements
and procedures, which score high in usability evaluation and competition, yet which as products at the
markets, or tools at work, would not acquire acceptable levels of usability. On the contrary, understated usability requirements may lead to difficulties in comparison and selection process and danger the
“openness” of the procurement. A recent study by Billestrup et al. (2015) questions the most formal
requirements but also requirements that leave too much room for the vendors to innovate. Unless the
purchaser finds appropriate usability requirements, an option is not to include usability requirements
or criteria in the CFT at all (Jokela et al., 2013). One reason for this is that IS vendors may spend resources to usability work only to the extent required by the CFT (Jokela et al., 2013).
There are three types of evaluation methods commonly used by procuring organizations: expert-based,
user-based or demonstration-based evaluations. These include techniques familiar from design context, for example, walkthroughs and heuristic analyses, usability tests with high-fidelity systems, and
organizing and observing demonstration sessions of system use (Kushniruk et al., 2010; Kushniruk
and Patel, 2004). The value of realistic usability testing in the real use context is emphasized (Jensen
et al., 2013; Kushniruk et al., 2010). However, even the most realistic testing cannot overcome contradictions between usability practices and public procurement policies (Thorén, 2005). First, usability
occurs during real use i.e. after the tendering is over (Thorén, 2005 p. 44). This imposes a problem for
the purchaser: How to evaluate usability (objectively) during the procurement? The problem is inherent in any formative usability evaluation, because generalizing the results of an artefact test to a tool in
use in the real context is not straight forward (Reijonen and Tarkkanen, 2015). Second, usability evaluations are subjective, even if the purchaser defines and publishes the qualities assessed in advance.
The problem arises from the ever present phenomenon of the evaluator effect (Hertzum et al., 2014),
which in the tendering context, means that the procurement may not be predictable by the vendors and
that vendors may not be treated equally. For example, one can consider the great variety of results in
CUE-studies despite jointly given goals and a client scenario that define most important tasks (Molich
and Dumas, 2008). In order to have fair competition between the products and equal treatment of the
vendors, Jensen et al. (2013) suggest describing the test scenarios and tasks of usability testing thoroughly and in detail. Users should not explore the systems as they like, but they have to imagine how
the system supports their work while following the pre-defined task scenarios (Jensen et al., 2013). On
the other hand, Kushniruk et al. (2010) express a concern that if the potential vendor gets a prearranged set of questions in advance, they may modify the demonstration system to appear to contain the
desired functionality. Usability test tasks in the CFT can cover the most common (Jensen et al., 2013),
the most frequent (Jokela, 2010), the most vital (Jensen et al., 2013) and the most common new tasks
planned with the new system (Riihiaho et al., 2015). The definition and validation of these task scenarios are as important as the actual performance of the tests (Jensen et al., 2013).
The tendering processes and the subsequent development cycles are not uniform. Large-scale tendering may contain several complementary and interrelated information systems that either are standard
systems on the market or developed from the very beginning for the organization. The iterative system
development, i.e. configuring and tailoring, to organization-specific needs typically begins after the
tendering process is over. In contrast, a small-scale tendering is targeted at standard off-the-shelf systems that are modified and configured only little for the implementing organization. In the tendering
situation, there are weak possibilities for re-design and iterative evaluations of the HCI compared to
standard usability engineering lifecycle (Beuscart-Zephir et al., 2002). However, vendors usually have
to tailor their systems for the tendering purposes, even if systems are standard software packages. For
example, the purchaser expects that systems will be supporting the scenarios used in usability tests and
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demonstrations (see above), which are created from the premises of the purchaser with very limited
access to candidate systems (cf. Kushniruk et al., 2009). From the vendors’ point of view, we can recognize that the possible changes to existing and standardized production systems are somewhat limited. In order to meet the usability requirements of the CFT, vendors can deploy usability experts to
evaluate the system against the requirements and introduce usability improvements that meet the requirements. This resembles the situation we discuss next in our case study.

3

Research Method

Methodologically the study is part of case study research tradition (Yin, 2003) although we as researchers intervened in actual design work and introduced our contribution to the setting as in action
research (Baskerville, 1999). Case study as a research strategy allows an empirical inquiry on vendors’
practices within real-life tendering context and investigating the currently unclear relation and boundaries between CFTs and vendors’ usability work (cf. Yin, 2003 p. 13). We are interested in the causes
and the consequences and in understanding how usability practices take place in this context (i.e.
emergence of usability workarounds and the obstacles behind). These kind of questions fit well the
case study research method (Eriksson and Kovalainen, 2008 pp. 39-40). In addition, the uncontrollable
setting of tendering gives a distinct advantage to case study over experimental methods (Yin, 2003 p.
9). We collected empirical data from a large-scale IS procurement, in which we took part in the usability design and evaluation practices of the IS vendor. Our practical task as usability experts and researchers was to improve the usability of the candidate systems before the procuring organization began its own usability evaluation. The purchaser published a call for tender, which involved detailed
descriptions of evaluation practices and formalized user performance measures. This allowed us to
copy the forthcoming evaluation practices of the purchaser in detail and conduct our own evaluations
based on these before the delivery of the system. Then, based on the results of the evaluation, the vendor was able to prepare the current version of the system for the purchaser’s requirements. Table 1
represents the overall process where our responsibilities were on phase 2. The different usability
measures had different weights and these were quantified to numeric values and total points given to a
system in competition. Overall, usability had high significance for the purchaser decision.
1 The IS purchaser determines and represents formal usability criteria in a CFT based on the work of users and
the context of use.
2 Potential IS vendor performs a usability evaluation for a candidate system based on the usability criteria and
evaluation procedures represented in and copied from the CFT.
3 The vendor redesigns the candidate system based on the usability recommendations of the evaluations.
4 The purchaser performs usability evaluations for the redesigned candidate system of the IS vendor (among
other candidate systems), in order to quantify usability and find the best system.

Table 1.

The overall setting of the tendering and the phase of usability evaluations in the case.

The system we pre-evaluated consists of three different parts or modules. The system and its modules
are each large, off-the-shelf type of products, implemented and sold usually by third party consultants
and used by various kinds of organizations in a global scale, yet configurable to specific needs of each
customer including the procuring organization of the case. Thus, the system is similar to any configurable ERP software at the market. When these systems are large and complex enough, there is a need
for tailoring the system: First for the tendering and secondly for the actual use. That was also a case
here as all the tested modules required some configuration to meet the specific requirements of the
CFT. With more complex and large systems, the tendering process also grows in complexity, time and
number of iterations of system evaluations. Our research took place during the second round of the
tendering process, where the purchaser had made the initial selection of systems and vendors i.e. shortlisted these from the open call. During a period of two months, we participated in one of the tendering
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phases, which preceded usability evaluations, expert reviews and laboratory-based usability tests, by
the purchasing organization. We must emphasize that usability evaluations were not the only criteria
in which the purchaser relied in their selection of the best system. There were many other different
points of evaluation and comparison that are not discussed here.
Table 2 shows usability evaluations and data collected in this study (performed in order of appearance). First, the module 1 was evaluated by three usability experts acting in a role of prospective user
(this was possible) and following the usability test tasks described in the CFT. After collecting individual observations, we performed data analysis together and invented ways to improve the system
usability. A report was delivered over to the vendor that contained problem id, test task id, problem
description and recommendation to fix it. The procedure of the second expert review of the module
was similar, yet supplemented with Nielsen’s (1993) heuristics and severity ratings in the report. The
module 2 was first expert reviewed and then tested with four potential end-users in one-by-one test
sessions each lasting about two hours. The primary content of the report was a list of usability problems and recommendations as with module 1. Last, the module 3 was expert reviewed during a 2
hours’ usage demonstration given by the developers during which we identified and fixed on the fly
about 10 problems. The first expert review of the module 1, usability tests of the module 2 and the review session of the module 3 were audio and video recorded.
Expert reviews

Usability test

Module 1

3 experts, test task walkthrough, 32 problems
2 experts, test task walkthrough and a heuristic evaluation, 30 problems

---

Module 2

1 expert, 11 problems reported

4 users, 1,5-2 hours sessions, SUS results
and 59 problems reported

Module 3

2 experts, expert review during 2h usage demonstration according to tasks, 10 problems fixed

---

Table 2.

Usability evaluation methods applied to system modules and collected data.

The data collected and analyzed for this study contains material published in the CFT as well as 142
empirical observations and recommendations for redesigning the system modules. In the data analysis,
the corresponding author revisited each problem-recommendation issue considering its nature, purpose
and evidence. Those issues were selected for further analysis that were experienced as usability workarounds i.e. recommendations that somehow bypassed good HCI design principles (see definition of
workarounds above). For example, a recommendation that did not strive for minimalist design (cf.
Nielsen, 1993) but rather suggested information overload in order to shorten the navigation path and
decrease time on task was selected. We identified workarounds in 61 (43%) of the reported issues,
usability tests having slightly more workarounds (49%) than expert reviews (39%). We considered the
reason why each recommendation exists and how it is justified from the vendor’s (and ours) point of
view. Thus, we aimed to identify an obstacle (e.g. decrease time on task, see above) that led to an
atypical and “rule breaking” usability redesign recommendation. The obstacles then formed broader
categories, namely the tendering context, usability evaluation practices and usability metrics as represented in the next section. It must be emphasized that the data presented in this paper is produced by
us as usability evaluators observing prospective users and candidate systems, writing usability test reports of the sessions and retrospectively reflecting our own usability recommendations and practices in
the situation. We have not interviewed IS vendor representatives for this study nor do these findings
represent their opinions. We are also unknowledgeable about how (and how many of) found usability
problems and recommendations represented here the system developers actually fixed although we
know that the feedback from developers was positive in general. For example, we do not know whether the error messages were really eliminated or the features inactivated (see the results section later),
but the point is that these were possible HCI actions and represented the best usability decisions at
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hand in this tendering context. In this way, the paper highlights some possible usability practices of the
IS vendors in relation to purchaser’s decisions regarding the tendering and CFT.

4

Results: Vendor’s Usability Workarounds and Their Origins in
the CFT

Next, we present how the characteristics of the tendering in general and the call for tender document
and its content in particular provide a fertile ground for usability workarounds in the vendor’s site. We
consider these characteristics as obstacles confronted by the usability evaluators and designers. These
obstacles caused usability workarounds and some further problems as responses and solutions to obstacles.

4.1

Obstacles Related to Tendering Context

First, vendor’s usability design was limited by the tight schedule and some restrictions to modify the
system set by the tendering situation (Table 3, row 1). Therefore, we were hardly able to organize and
perform the evaluation in time, so that there would be time also for design changes before system delivery. Consequently, we could plan and perform only one evaluation and design iteration, which did
not end “when the solution meets requirements”, but when the time was up. The tight schedule even
gave rise to other workarounds in that only minor design improvements could be suggested and implemented. Moreover, the tight schedule led us to seek the most obvious, easiest and fastest solutions
in order to meet the requirements, which further implied other types of usability workarounds discussed in next sections. Many of our redesign suggestions thus related to consistency issues in a traditional manner (e.g. the colors of visited links), but also creating consistency between usage patterns
(see the next chapter e.g. how users can find task solution following already learned pattern).
Characteristics
of the CFT
Tendering
schedule is tight

Effect on usability work

Implications and rule breaking

Vendors can perform only one evaluationdesign iteration. They concentrate only on
minor usability improvements that can be
implemented in time.

Communication
between parties
is limited

Usability requirements and descriptions of
use scenarios are subject to many interpretations. Vendors need to interpret requirements so that their system appears as the
most efficient and effective way.

Usability work focuses on the visible appearance and layout, color and naming consistencies etc. instead of overall usability in the context, which denotes a narrow view on the usability concept.
Usability decisions are based on assumptions
instead of understanding the context. Conflicts
may raise between parties after the tendering
(e.g. law suits), if requirements are subject to
many interpretations.

Table 3.

Obstacles in usability work related to the tendering context.

Second, the limited communication with the purchaser during the tendering was an obstacle to performing usability work at vendor’s site (Table 3, row 2). We had to interpret the requirements that
were ambiguously presented to our system’s advantage instead of asking details from the purchaser or
their end-users. Many times it was hard to interpret when a certain task is (successfully) finished and
who actually defines this and how. For example, we pondered and recommended1, “Much depends on
how the evaluators interpret task completion. For example, do they evaluate the task as unsuccessful,

1

The words in square brackets are modified from the original wording and added here for helping readability and retaining
anonymity.
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if the [user] uses [Notes] field to write [appointment details] instead of using the [available options]?
Is the decision of task completion given to the users themselves? If so, [users] can write all the [appointment details] wholly to the [Notes] field and consider the task as successful. Perhaps you could
favor that behavior.” Similar questions must have puzzled the purchaser also, because usability requirements, evaluation procedures and criteria were very detailed and rigid in the call for tender. We
must emphasize that communication was not totally prohibited, but taken the tight schedule, the formality of the communication patterns and our position as external usability evaluators, answers would
have been very difficult to get in time. Moreover, the answers may depend on system implementations
as well, which purchasers are not familiar with. Our solution was to use the interpretation where our
system was at its most effective and efficient implementation (see the quote above). However, if the
requirements are subject to many interpretations, this may raise (even legal) conflicts after the tendering between the competing parties and with the buyer.

4.2

Obstacles Related to Usability Evaluation Practices

The call for tender published use cases and scenarios as well as usability test tasks that formed part of
functional and non-functional requirements that the system was to meet (Table 4, row 1). The obstacle
here is the type of the requirements itself, because after all, the goal of vendors’ usability work is to
fulfill the requirements and to win the tendering. Especially, publishing usability test tasks in advance
and without any randomized sampling of the tasks, enabled us to recommend redesigning the system
to correspond with the test tasks. This is a harmful workaround, because a test task design should not
give clues and hints to users how a certain task is performed, while in this case these hints could be
implemented straight to the user interface of the system. For example, we could change the name of
the function to correspond with the name given in the test task description, which obviously helps the
user to navigate to that specific function. On the other hand, we were also forced to use these workarounds in some cases, because the test tasks were created without any understanding about the system(s), resulting in requirements very far from the current features of the system(s). With simple information systems that embed few well-definable functions and for which the use context can be thoroughly simulated, planning test tasks without knowing the system seems feasible. Similarly, when one
uses test tasks that define only high-level goals of users’ work tasks such predefinition of test tasks
seems appropriate.
For example, end-users needed to create the meetings and appointments of different types (consider
e.g. board meeting, financial status update meeting, customer meeting, lunch meeting with colleagues)
that the system was to support. The tested system provided automatic guidance and default values in
creating the appointment details based on the type of the appointment selected by the user. However,
users were confused by the defaults and automation in the background, not only because they were
novices with this kind of a feature, but also because they were asked in the test task to select the appointment time and invite certain people to join that were partly automated by the system. In these
circumstances, our proposal was that automated selections and appointment defaults need to be
“switched off” and users need to have more control although we could see the potential in the efficiency of automation. Regarding the use of different appointment types, we suggested renaming “appointment types with terms related to test tasks” and to “formulate appointment types either for every
task or use [types] general enough to make the selection easy.” As discussed above, this means that
system functions could match test tasks to the extent that remarkable help for users’ performance
could be provided. Wordings used in test tasks affect also another way round as “test tasks 5-7 are
formulated with the word [create] that encourages using the [Create function].” All our test users
approached the solution this way. However, this particular function did not support the exact goal of
the tasks, which then needed renaming: “Users should be guided not to use [Create function]. It
should be used only in the last task 15 (if they ever will arrive that far). Therefore, we suggest at least
renaming [Create] to [Create Board Meeting] or similar that clearly indicates the purpose and keeps
users away from it.” With these usability decisions, the system apparently became more usable for the
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test purposes, but there is no way of knowing whether these usability decisions are improvements or
impairments after the tendering and several weeks of usage.
Characteristics of
the CFT
Usability test tasks
are published

Usability test tasks
and use cases are
low-level and
strictly sequenced

Usability test tasks
have interconnections and individual elements that
recur within a task
between tasks.

Table 4.

Effect on usability work

Implications and rule breaking

Vendors have a possibility to design the
system exactly match with the test tasks.
They can follow the terminology etc. to
improve system’s usability and users’
performance in these tasks.
Vendors need to design their systems to
support the requested use cases and task
sequences in detail.

Formulations of test tasks become guides
for users how tasks are accomplished,
which improves the performance drastically. Typically, test task design avoids
giving clues to task completion.
Purchaser creates test tasks without familiarizing themselves with the systems in
competition. This is not a common practice, yet applicable when systems are
simple and tasks are high level. However,
with low-level tasks, the system may be
much more efficient and effective in another task sequence than requested. The
buyer cannot assess whether other ways
of accomplishment exists and whether
these are even better than their current
requirements and understanding of work.
System usability becomes compromised.
Usability design effort is misdirected
from criticality in the real work to the
relation of test tasks. These two rarely
match when we consider the variation in
tasks and human performances in real use.

Vendors can analyze which test tasks are
the most critical for other tasks to be
completed efficiently and put design
effort only on the critical ones. Usability
design becomes influenced by the first
test tasks: Users’ learning curve needs to
be maximized in the very beginning and
the design needs to follow the created
conventions in the rest of the tasks.

Obstacles in usability work related to the evaluation practices of the CFT.

The level of abstraction of the use cases and test tasks was rather low and included many details (Table 4, row 2). These requirements were hard to fulfil in a fairly short preparation time. In addition to
the amount of details in usability evaluation tasks, these were to be performed in a numbered sequence. No workarounds could be used here, but the vendor had to resign and change the system to
meet the buyer’s requirements, which meant spending a lot of resources and scarce time. What usability practitioners at the vendor site would like to do in this situation is to show how much a certain use
case or flow of work could be improved by innovation and innovative usability design (cf. Billestrup
et al., 2015). For example, we noticed that the system could be much more effective, efficient and possibly also satisfactory in a different sequence of tasks than that requested by the purchaser. These possible innovations for the buyer’s work and for their end-users are however dismissed with very formal
usability criteria.
Moreover, due to the strict sequencing of test tasks those had interconnections and elements that recurred from task to task. This enabled us to analyze and determine which tasks are the most critical for
other tasks to be completed efficiently (Table 4, row 3). Instead of putting the design effort where it
should have been put - on the most critical tasks in the real life - this usability workaround misdirected
the system design towards work tasks that are critical due to their exact place in the test. For example,
“The turn from task 7 to task 8 may induce several paths and navigation problems especially if [Appointment Details] field is not noticed by the user on the task 4.” Overall usability design becomes
then influenced by the first test tasks: Users’ learning curve needs to be maximized in the very begin-
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ning and the design needs to follow the created conventions in the rest of the tasks. Task 1 needs to
teach users the features and use practices that they need in the task 2 and so forth. For example, users
may need to use a context menu in task 1, which they will become familiar with and search for solution also in other tasks. Therefore, it is the most efficient and effective to implement features, function
use and navigation options etc. under as few techniques as possible and apply a tutorial kind of approach. These are indeed favoured in usability design in general. However, with complex systems that
implement thousands of features that type of simplicity is not possible: The context menu would soon
become useless if it contained access to all system features. Yet, in the context of tendering evaluation,
training the user task-by-task and embedding as few different use practices as possible appears as the
best option for both task completion and time and errors.

4.3

Obstacles Related to Usability Measures

While the above characteristics of the call for tender were kinds of requisites for applying user performance measures in tendering, also the measures themselves and their operationalization had an influence on applying usability workarounds. Users’ performances are measured in terms of effectiveness, efficiency and satisfaction i.e. the classical elements of the definition of usability (ISO, 1998), in
this case, as the task completion rate limited with time, the number of errors and performance steps
and user satisfaction questionnaires. These variables had nearly equal weights in the overall system
selection. However, the task completion rate was actually regarded as the most important goal in the
vendor’s usability design. If the users fail in the task, the efficiency and satisfaction scores will deteriorate significantly (in this particular case those were not scored at all), and vice versa, successful tasks
are error-free and spend less time on task (Sauro and Lewis, 2009). Low SUS-questionnaire scores
from the four test participants confirmed the need for designing for task completion first.
Characteristics of
the CFT
Effectiveness is
measured as task
completion rate

Efficiency is measured as execution
time, number of
errors and steps
User satisfaction is
measured

Table 5.

Effect on usability work

Implications and rule breaking

Vendors need to overstate the relative weight of
the task completion, because uncompleted tasks
imply low scores also in efficiency and satisfaction measures in the tendering context.

Renamed features, modified data
orders and visibility settings according to test tasks may serve only
these, yet be inappropriate in other
work tasks.

In this particular case, we were able to rename
system elements (e.g. menu items, function
names) and modify information appearance
(dropdown lists) to correspond with the test
tasks. We could also recommend certain elements and frames to be visible/open by default
to help users in task completion.
Vendors can add shortcuts to shorten the navigation path despite of users getting lost in the
system. This is applicable when users should
have learned already where the next task begins.
Another possibility is to inactivate features that
are on the unrequested navigation path.
Avoid showing error messages (e.g. by inactivation) not to give a feeling of erroneous system

Users should be in control and informed about the system state and
place (e.g. Nielsen (1993) heuristics).
In complex systems, error dialogs
are inherent part of the systems.

Obstacles in usability work related to the usability measures of the CFT.

Therefore, in addition to changes in terminology discussed above, changes in data appearance in different views, hierarchies and drop down lists could be considered, as well as setting the most critical
views regarding the task completion to be open and visible by default (Table 5, row 1). The problem is
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that these workarounds are again based only on the test tasks and not on reality. The outcomes of the
workarounds may serve only the specific test task and not the other possible work tasks with the system. Many other similar hot fixes could be imagined outside the case study to improve effectiveness
based on the published test tasks. On the other hand, these workarounds were not only “attractions” to
success in tendering but also truly forced design tasks to meet the detailed and formal usability requirements.
Some further workarounds were applied with efficiency requirements although the workarounds above
also improved this aspect (e.g. user can find the goal faster when task completion is helped). When the
goal of usability design is to decrease the time on task or number of navigation steps per se, the best
solution would be to design a shortcut into the users’ first view that brings the user directly to the goal
(Table 5, row 2). Furthermore, if the next test task is not related with the task at hand or it starts from a
view that users should already be familiar with (from the previous tasks as discussed in the previous
section), usability designers do not have to think whether users know where they end up or what happened after using the shortcut. This is clearly in conflict with the general guidelines of usability e.g.
Nielsen’s (1993) heuristics. Three related quotes from the evaluation report recommendations exemplify the situations above:
“No interaction steps are required in task 4, if the [Appointment Details] window is open by default,
and if the information in the [Appointment Details] contains the data requested in the task”
“Furthermore, finding [Modify Appointment Details] path is too hard (in task 6)… Plan task 6 together with task 4: If the [Appointment Details]-window is open by default, ADD e.g. ‘[Modify Appointment Details]’ option to this context menu (currently there is only a ‘refresh’ option), which would
then open immediately the ‘[Modify Appointment Details]’ -window.”
“Note that the user does not have to know ‘what happened’ or ‘where I am’ (if they are suddenly in
the [Modify Appointment Details] -window tab), because the next task (7) is to add new appointment,
which users presumably know already at that phase of test.”
These workarounds are applied at the expense of general user satisfaction. On the other hand, workarounds may also increase user satisfaction because test tasks are solvable more easily and faster without much cognitive effort needed. At the time of testing there were rather many unimplemented or untailored system features, that when accessed incurred an error message. This may not be the situation
in other tendering contexts, but after eliminating possible errors in navigation and decreasing the number of execution steps, a one type of workaround was to avoid showing these error dialogs and messages (Table 5, row 3). The justification was that, if the user makes many slips and mistakes in navigation and sees many error dialogs, the user becomes annoyed. This would give the user a feeling of an
erroneous system, and of course, increase the number of steps (due to closing the dialog and navigating back). Error messages are, however, inherent part of complex systems that can inform and train
users for further actions.

5

Discussion

In the case presented here, we found that usability practices during a tendering process differ from a
traditional user-centred design cycle in many more ways than limited redesign and iteration possibilities (cf. Beuscart-Zephir et al., 2002). The examples of different usability workarounds to improve
task completion and performance efficiency were solely based on the call for tender documents. Usability work was aimed at winning the competition i.e. focused on acquiring better scores from usability. Workarounds were possible and had to take place for the system demonstration and testing purposes in order to satisfy the usability requirements although such practices were not favoured in the
first place. In that sense, usability was over-emphasized rather than underachieved by the vendor (cf.
Jokela et al., 2013). The possible implication is that while the system may score higher in the purchas-
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er’s evaluation the resulting system configuration may not be feasible at all for the real tool use situation in the future.
The most problematic characteristics in the call for tender were the published low-level formulations
of test tasks (i.e. descriptions users’ work) accompanied with objective, user performance based, usability measures (effectiveness and efficiency). A very short time to implement the requirements and a
limited communication highlighted the problems, which are found to be obstacles in other software
tendering cases too (Hochstetter et al., 2012). Indeed, many of the found obstacles are related and have
a cause and effect relationship. For example, if there had been more time, more communication and
less interpretations would have taken place regarding the usability decisions. Similarly, if test tasks
had not been published, less sub-optimization regarding efficiency and effectiveness of the system
would have been possible. It is therefore the joint effect of these several factors and characteristics of
tendering that needs further discussion.
Our findings comply with Jensen et al. (2013) in that defining and validating scenarios are highly important (see Chapter 2). In the case, we could only wish that the formal usability criteria were created
based on an in-depth understanding about the current and desired work practices and needs of the users. Purchasers definitely do possess and can produce this kind of knowledge. Yet, against Jensen et al.
(2013), we claim that their articulation and operationalization of this knowledge in the call for tenders
calls for alternatives. Publishing detailed test tasks may treat vendors equally, but may lead to suboptimization as described, and as were previously concerned by Kushniruk et al. (2010). We hope that
the “strictness” that procurement policies require would not override more explorative evaluation approaches that are commonly used in early design phases (cf. Jensen et al., 2013). Every time predefined test tasks are used in usability testing, those cause premature commitments (Diaper, 2002),
implicitly assume relation and order of tasks, and rule out wide spectrum of possible requirements
(Cordes, 2001). Such pre-defined tasks are not very well fit for testing usability of early designs (see
e.g. Kankainen, 2002 p. 44) or complex systems (Redish, 2007).
The tendering context itself and the related workarounds are hard to influence due to legislation. However, purchasers are able to define the duration of the tendering process and phases. In our case, time
to build demonstration versions was so tight that resources were mostly spent on configuring, assembling and coding activities despite the will to pay attention to usability at the same time. Purchasers
must carefully consider whether they want to arrange competition for systems that are “as-is” or “tobe” and give appropriate time to vendors to respond to usability requirements. As-is means that there
is absolutely no time for modifications or that those are not allowed. In contrast, to-be asks for the best
system to be delivered by the vendor where time and communication are not obstacles. Both types
have their challenges in evaluation. Nevertheless, the decision of time relates to the above decision
concerning task scenarios: How well the purchaser understands and communicates their desired uses
and user needs and how detailed usability requirements and procedures they should write to the CFT.
Task completion, time and errors are definitely appropriate measures for systems comparison in tendering. Measures are objective and beneficial for example when comparing the future costs of usage of
different systems and legitimating possible higher investment costs (Riihiaho et al., 2015). These
measures are also well justified in the real use situation, because in most environments, it is beneficial,
for example, to use less time for a given task, and in some cases a justified range for values can be
created. However, it is possible to improve the efficiency of the system and its usability scores independent of the context of use. In our case for example, users had to input an end date to an appointment under creation as a part of the test task. We observed that in the candidate system “the end date field requires filling a time which is mostly unnecessary. Set a default time to 23:59 or make the time
field optional.” We did not know whether the field should be mandatory in real use context, but we
knew that it would increase users’ time on task and number of steps taken. Therefore, mandatory fields
(that decrease usability scores) can be removed and responsibility let to users, if the work and the test
task (or our knowledge of these) does not specifically ask for such limitation. We could assume that in
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work contexts, users know how their work is done and that they make it more efficiently without too
many limits - especially when the developer does not yet know the limits. Perhaps test users will enter
the time value in the sessions and no difference in efficiency and usability score happens (or they will
not enter). The point is that similar design decisions at this level of user interface are possible irrespective of the context. Thus, workarounds related to improving efficiency and effectiveness are applicable
also in other type of tendering situations even when test tasks are not published in detail. On the other
hand, the more context-dependent the found usability problem and its possible solution is, the more
risk there is to do harm in usability design during tendering, which lacks decent knowledge about the
context. Another simple example of a universal redesign recommendation from our case is when the
“list requires scrolling” and we suggest to “increase the window size.” This standpoint presupposes
that artifacts have attributes that can be evaluated independently and without a direct connection to all
aspects of its future use environment or its future usefulness in that environment. These attributes are,
for example, design conventions of user interfaces and usage patterns that users know from other systems or their generic knowledge of IT (e.g. closing the window in MS Windows). By measuring these,
purchasers dismiss “what is missing” and “what is wrong with the system” in the evaluation. The feature of a mandatory field can be an element missing from the system, yet not have an effect on evaluation results. Of course, test scenarios and tasks aim to answer even these questions and bring usabilityin-context –view into play, but based on our findings, scenarios cannot be so comprehensive that optimization at the artefact level of usability would become impossible.
Usability evaluation in tendering seems to weave somewhere between being contextual and universal
(artefactual), formative and summative, targeted at early and finished products. On the one hand, usability requirements and scenarios embed the view of organizational usability where usability stems
from aligning IT and work (see Elliott and Kling, 1997). On the other hand, this is measured as efficiency and effectiveness as time and errors, which absolute values are not of main interest or even relevant in the context, but the differences in values between the systems. HCI research could contribute
in seeking possible alternative usability practices and criteria for tendering situations. We consider
that, for example, applying different perspectives on usability (see Elliott and Kling, 1997; UldallEspersen, 2007; Hertzum and Clemmensen, 2012), searching appropriate method ingredients and mixes for tendering (see Woolrych et al., 2011), and getting absorbed into each usability problem and their
qualifiers as usability criteria (see Vilbergsdottir et al., 2014; Tarkkanen et al., 2015) have potential in
removing the obstacles and improving CFTs.

6

Conclusions

In this study, we investigated how the usability work of IS vendor takes place during the tendering
process and how the tendering context effects this work. We conducted a case study and participated
in a large tendering project on the vendor’s side, where we performed usability evaluations, in order to
redesign their candidate systems to meet the purchaser’s usability requirements. The premises and
goals of usability work during the tendering can become very different from what is meant with good
usability and interaction design. We found that very rigid and formative usability requirements in the
CFT may force the vendor to use usability workarounds in order to satisfy the criteria before the deadline. Especially the low-level and detailed formulation of usability test tasks directed the usability design of the case towards these sub-optimal solutions. These design solutions may not satisfy the principles of usability and human-centered design, but may help in increasing the score of usability. To
our knowledge, such possibilities and weaknesses of usability evaluations in the tendering context
have not been identified and described empirically earlier. This is due to lack of research on IS vendors’ usability practices during tendering, which calls for further research. In the case, workarounds
were possible because the purchaser provided usability test tasks and scenarios for the vendors in advance. Researchers should help also purchasers to consider whether these are necessary acts in their
situations.
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We acknowledge that the research carried out and represented in this paper is not fully generalizable to
all contexts and situations within IS tendering. Lack of details about the system and the project hinder
the generalization of findings, theoretical considerations and practitioners’ possible take away. In addition, the study lacks interviews of vendor representatives and exploits only data from our evaluations
as part of vendor’s practical activities in tendering. Moreover, the study would have benefited from
more longitudinal data collection until system redesign and actual use at the purchaser’s site. Despite
these limitations, our case experiences and specific findings pinpoint the obstacles that vendors and
purchasers definitely would like to overcome if confronted. The responsibility of HCI practitioners
and researchers is to evaluate and reflect their practices during similar situations and develop means to
overcome possibly harmful outcomes in the usability of the systems. Especially, the joint effects of the
purchasing decisions on vendors’ behavior and resulting systems call for further research. This means
studying the combination of time given, communication allowed, evaluation procedures applied and
measures established.
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